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From The Editor: Toward Nature and Global Awareness
As you read the different voices here, observe the thoughts that enter your mind. What lifestyles do you
imagine are being expressed? Ecologically sustainable, low-impact, technology-centered or globally aware?
"I go hiking, climbing or camping with my
family. We drive to National Parks, wilderness
areas, mountains or to the ocean to appreciate
nature. Last summer, we flew to the Arctic
Wilderness. This summer, we are going on an
African Safari. I love nature."
((I listen to the voices of nature every day. Air,
rain, birds, and insects come and go freely in and
out of our open-air home. My friends and I play
outdoor games that need no store-bought equipment. Wefly kites, go to the city park, listen to the
birds in the trees. On Sundays, I go for a walk or
a swim in the river. I'll spend the summer with
my cousins on their small village farm."
"I am aware of global warming, the ozone
hole, deforestation, resource depletion, pollution,
and disappearing species. We support groups like
the Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth. I write
letters to newspaper editors and national leaders.
We celebrate Earth Day, plant trees on Arbor Day,
and take part in annual beach clean ups."
((Parks, open spaces, and playgrounds are
rapidly vanishing in our growing town. Our
streets are crowded, noisy and dusty; but full of
life! It rains much less these days and the river
runs dry half the year. Sometimes, heavy rains
bring great floods. The river is muddy and
contaminated with industrial waste and sewage."
"I have a great collection of multicultural and
nature books and videos. I subscribe to ecologically-aware magazines like Skipping Stones. I've
decorated my bedroom with cool animal and
nature posters. I take my journal, sketchbook and
Minolta camera when I go camping or hiking."
((I try to read some books and magazines from
our small public library. It's difficult to find time

to go to the library; I help in many daily chorestaking care of my younger brother, sweeping,
washing, and going to the market."
"I eat fresh, organic fruits, juices, vegetables,
tofu and nuts. We shop at the natural food stores
and buy in bulk. We use paper bags and recycle
them. I enjoy health food snacks and all natural
ice cream and homemade cookies."
((Getting two square meals each day is a
struggle for us. We walk to the open air market
each day to buy small quantities of locally-grown
vegetables. We buy whole grains and legumes in
reusable cloth shopping bags."
"We have two new Japanese cars that get
great gas mileage. I have a mountain bike. We
live in an energy-efficient home with solar water
heater. We set the thermostat at 68°F; and at
night, 55°F to save energy. And, we recycle."
((I walk to places, or ride the family bicycle,
if available. We catch a train or bus to travel long
distances. We hand wash our laundry and dry it
on the line outside. At night, we spread out our
futons in the living room. It's great to have everyone sleep in the same room! In winter, woolen
blankets keep us warm in our unheated home."
" TV, VCR, computers, CD ROMS, e-mail and the
internet help me keep up with the rapidly changing world. Many things we use at home are made
in Japan, Mexico, Taiwan, Malaysia-we support
the global economy! My family sponsors a child
in Africa. I am globally-conscious."
((I listen to the radio. Some evenings, I watch
the community TV in our neighborhood. We enjoy
story telling, friends and family. Almost everything we buy is locally made. We live each day
as it comes, here and now."

~

The natural world is full of wonder, magical beauty and amazing diversity. No matter who
we are, and where we are, let's stay connected. Let Nature Nurture Us; Let's Nurture Nature!
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The Gift of Pen Pals

From Samara

I was eight years old and was browsing
through one of my older sister's Skipping Stones
magazines, when I spotted something that
changed my childhood and gave me direction
for my future. It was a pen pal ad by a nine year
old girl from the Maldive Islands (off the tip of
India) in search of a pen friend from America.
I wrote a three page letter (long for an eight
year old!) explaining who I was. The Maldives
to me, was· a far off fantasy land in some other
world that I wasn't even sure existed. Aiminath
explained to me her culture and what it was like
to live on the islands. She even enclosed photos
of her family, friends, home and daily life. I was
so excite that I had to have more pen pals!
After that, I thrived on learning about other
cultures from girls my age. I began making a newsletter full of articles, recipes, original writing, and
other interesting things from my pen pals. My hope
and dream of adulthood is to publish a real magazine for kids to get pen pals and learn about other
cultures from around the world. I want to share
with other kids the fun, excitement, and magic that
I have discovered. Now, I'm 14, and it's still like
having a birthday everyday. You never know what
you'll find when you open up the mailbox!
-Deja Engel, 14, Tonasket, Washington

"Your wonderful
Skipping Stones magazine is a real gift for
Samara's children
and teachers. We
wish you a Happy
New Year, peace,
love. beauty and
prosperity. I hope
that we'll remain in
cooperation."

The Spirit of my Ancestors
Remembering Native Americans is a very
important part of my life. Native Americans have
taught us many things.
I am inspired by my great, great, great, great
grandfather who wrote a very short journal about
his life among the Native Americans. It was about
50 pages long and every other page talked about
his Kiowa wife, Yellow Feather. It also gave the
dates and births of his two children. Until it
stopped suddenly. Nobody really ever found out
what happened to them but one of his two children
returned to the tribe to find his family was dead
along with the rest. But, I refuse to let the spirit of
my ancestors be made out to be only in the past.
-Sarah Haines, Franklin, Ohio
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Yours Thankfully,
Vladimir Ionesov,
Samara Society for
Culturological Studies,
Samara, RUSSIA, CIS.

Facts on Finland
I am interested in culture, languages and music.
I am writing for a big newspaper in Finland as a
"junior reporter." I am writing a report about what
young people of the world know about Finland.
We often complain that nobody knows anything
about us. I want the Finns to realize that it is they
who need to give the right picture about Finland.
Want to help me? On a separate sheet of paper,
write your Name, Nationality, and Date ofBirth.
Then mark your answers to these questions.
What is True or False about Finland?
1. About 5 million people live in Finland.
2. Polar Bears walk in our towns.
3. There is always snow in Finland.'
4. All the Finns go to the sauna everyday.
5. It can warm up to +20°C in Finland.
6. Finland has four seasons.
7. All the Finns can speak Russian.
Answer the following questions:
8. Do you know any famous Finns?
9. Would you like to visit Finland? Why/ Why not?
Thank you very much!
-Lotta Palmgren, (girl, 17)
Kyrkmossegatan 3,10300 Karis, Finland

The Wisdom of the Winged Ones

The Goose Nests
The geese glide quietly on the
icy, shimmering pond.
The goose nests by the
swaying, budding brush.
She lays smooth speckled eggs in
her prickly, hidden nest.
The goose waits for her amazing gander.
The warm eggs started to squirm and crack.
The goslings are cute, fuzzy, and gray.

By flying in V formation each bird flies in the
slipstream of the bird in front, and the whole flock
can increase its flying range by 71 % over a single
bird flying alone.
When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates back
into the formation and another goose takes to the
lead position.
Whenever a goose falls out of the formation,
it quickly gets back into line in order to take
advantage of the 'lifting power' of the bird
immediately in front.
The geese in formation honk from behind to
encourage those up front to keep up their speed.
When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot down,
two geese drop out of formation and follow to help
and protect. They stay until the goose is either able
to fly or dies.
-Photo and poem by Sarah Livia Brightwood, Julian,
California. Her family isfrom Poland and Mexico.

Summer means swimming, growing,
eating and learning to fly.
In fall, the goslings join the
gaggle of geese and fly down south.
They fly over mountains, over seas
to end up gliding quietly on a
warm shimmering pond.
-Sarah Fernau, 8, Petersburg, Alaska
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Mister
Sidney
My name is Mister Sidney, I'm a moustache parrot
I eat baked potatoes but I don't like carrots
when it comes to birds, I'm smarter than the others
and everybody says I smell like flowers
On top my cage I sit, I talk and whistle all day
I eat, sleep and play all day when my family is away
but when they're home I'm so much bolder
riding high atop their shoulders
I know I'm more fun than any toy
when I'm stretching tall, screeching, "Pretty Boy"
and I know I'm as pretty as I can be
because everyone wants a picture with me
So when you're thinking of great birds
be sure to remember me
I'm the playful, good smelling Moustache Parrot
by the name of Mister Sidney
-Sarah and Zachary Rose, Sutherlin, Oregon
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• earth • sun • clouds • life • forest • insects
Rain
Delicate water drops from the sky like a water fall
Pitter pattering sounds on my windows
A dripping sky that ends with a beautiful rainbow
Tiny seeds bloom into amazing colors.
Goose bumps on my arms
Puddles where petals of flowers float
Rain is drops of energy falling on
the growing world.
-Melissa Sussman, 9, Woodmere, New York

£1 Sol
EI sol brilla por las mananas
la luna toma su siesta
las nubes van brincando
y los pajaros van llorando

Wind Chimes
It's really something
like a dance

EI sol brilla mas en la tarde
al mediodia los dias
van volando y las flores
van saltando

The chimes wait for
the wind to lead

-John Vacca,
Platteville, Wisconsin

Las naches son oscuras
con miedo y temor
pero al final del dia
me siento mejor

Rainforest
Along splashing rivers and foliage deep
there lies a world of green and life
This is the place that nurtures half of living things
Among the leafy canopy
monkeys play and birds fly
while beetles crawl and leaves rot
The rain pours down and jaguars leap
while butterflies display their wings
But behold- this place is soon to die
-Danny Wi/dish, 9, Eugene, Oregon
Top to bottom: Rainforests, home to thousands of species
of plants and animals, are used by native people for food,
clothing and building materials; Along the Amazon River,
huts are built on stilts to keep out flood water; Carrying fruit
to sell at the Rio Amazonas market, Colombia., S. America.
(All Photos by John Lyle, Fairbanks, Alaska)
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• air • water • fire • plants • seeds • oceans •
Night
The night's darkness is so very cold
But I feel warm knowing I'm not alone.
Crickets chirp
Their music swallowing the silence
Fireflies dance through the night sky
Their glow covering the darkness.
The full moon shines high above
I am not alone.
-Tory Larson, 11, Corvallis, Oregon

The Sun
The sun shines every morning
and moon takes a nap
Clouds go jumping along
and birds go on chirping
Sun shines brighter later on
At midday
daysfly by and
flowers go tumbling
The nights are dark
with fear andfright
but at the end of each day
I feel much better

FlyAway
I feel like a
Rainbow Butterfly
flying with my
rainbow wings
When the shadow
comes and
scares me
I flyaway
-Talia A. Bolnick, 5,
Los Angeles, CA

-Camila Portillo, 10, EI Salvador, Central America

My Garden
My garden is like a king's castle
fragrant flowers surround it
colorful birds fly and sing beautiful melodies
the bees get their nectar
like opening your science book
Whenever my sister and I go out to play
we are inspired by our Mother Nature
When the fluffy big old clouds come with rain
I get a little sad
but proud of having a treasure like this
-Beatriz Serpas, Gr. 4, Colegio IntI., EI Salvador, CA.
Top to bottom: Vervet monkey and baby in Botswana (Tina
Friedman, Idaho); Found in tropical climates, a chameleon
lurks in the grass (John Lyle, Fairbanks, Alaska); A Red
Phalarope feeds in the wetlands of Alaska (Pam Miller, AK)
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Snowflake
Scanning the horizon, many thick clouds were
Sounds of light-hearted, playful voices were all
on their way. The winter breeze blew, creating
around me. I bounced from one glove to another.
The chatter continued, one challenging yell was
crystals out of the water droplets that fell from
the clouds. The winds blew me around, pushing
0
countered by another. Suddenly, feeling
and pulling me through the sky, changing my
panicky and insecure, I felt myself
dimensions. I was like a feather floating out
being elevated, and in a split second
0
I was hurled through the air. I was a
of control, spreading out to survive the descent.
canon ball destined for destruction.
I was intrigued by the uniqueness of each flake
falling along side me. Not one of us resembled
0
As I began falling at a much faster
the other. I questioned, "What's happening to me?
pace, I felt powerless. The exhilarating ride came
Why am I falling?"
to an abrupt end. I made impact on the side of the
Before I knew it, I had landed softly on the
subject. Parts of me and fellow snowflakes fell to
ground, over the brittle, frozen grass. Along with
the ground. Others clung on, melting down towards
the other snowflakes, we created covering that
the brittle grass. We were abandoned.
The sun fell behind the horizon. The stars were
protected the grass from the freezing cold air.
Snowflakes continued to fall from the heavens
flies, flickering in the night sky. I wondered where
upon me. Quickly, I learned that it was no
D
everyone had gone and why was it so dark.
'I..L:7~:
"It is night, time for you to rest," the
fun to be one of the earliest flakes to hit
the ground. I was a pancake on the
/ ; @ > 0 ' 9\L~I wise one replied. "The playful beings
bottom of the heap. I asked, "Why
)
0 ~ B~ ~~
will be back tomorrow, and the sight
' .
oi::-~,' of you will bring more fun and joy."
must it be me who is the smallest
Il'\l{/_
~U..
The sun was bright. It gleamed
and on the bottom? Why am I here?"
0
{)\I 1. ~ 0 .{ and made rainbows upon us that
An older and wiser snowflake
answe~ed, "You are small and young, but ~ ,. ~b~
dan.ced b.efore our eyes. With such a
you wIll eventually learn the cycle. You will 0
~ <:r
beautiful VIew, I was perplexed; why was
not always be on the bottom, or the smallest. One
I so somber? The heat of the sun was so
day we will all melt together. All snowflakes will
intense, and the warmth of it weakened me. As I
have separate personalities, but one body. That
began to sweat, I felt my body slipping away from
body will journey to the great beyond, and this
me. "Wise one, what is happening to me? Where
cycle will repeat itself time and time again. For
will I go? Who will play with me now?"
now, enjoy the day and the adventure."
"Just close your eyes and relax. You will see,"
Warm hands touched us, booted feet walked
the wise one assured me in a soft, gentle voice.
The cheerful voices I heard earlier were no longer
on us and metal shovels "clanged" as they hit
around. The cold winds that had created me
the ground to pick us up. Conversation 0
surrounded me, and I wondered what
~
changed to warm southernly breezes. My body
they were talking about. With noises,
melted. When enough of us had melted, we
stomping and much confusion, I
began to flow slowly down towards the river
banks like teardrops down a cheek.
suddenly felt the touch of a warm
0
The same beings that had hurled us though
knitted glove. My body began
twirling like a top. I felt a persistent
the air, now basked in the sunshine
packing against the other snowflakes. No longer
and played in us. I was content as
could I see the clouds from which I had descended.
I realized that making others
joyous, no matter what form I
Now all I saw was a milky color. I had changed to
a different state. Now, my body was a solid, heavy
took, was the reason for my
mass. I was piled along side other spheres.
existence.
-Scott Eshkenazi, 13, Coral Spring, Florida
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Fish Talk!

Grunt, Chirp and Buzz

~

~

83

83

Fish make sounds. Researchers have found that
some fish grunt, click, or make other noises during
courtship and defense displays. The reason behind
the research is to pinpoint where and when fish are
\
breeding so the region can be protected during this
~
time. There has been much overfishing in all parts
of the world and this study might be used to protect
~
~
and increase the fish populations. Let's see what
~
...-;
they found out!
~
We know that snapping shrimp snap and lob- .;.
sters buzz. Groupers make a booming noise that
can scare divers right out of the water! Because
sound travels five times faster in water than in air,
fish seeking mates must "talk" quietly. Otherwise,
they would attract a predator instead of a mate.
Some sounds are made by stridulating, that is,
the fish moves its spines and fins, to creek or make
a rasping sound. The striped Parrotfish moves its
fins rapidly to create sound. Most fish make drumming sounds by vibrating muscles against their
swim bladders, which are air-filled sacs in their
abdomens. These sounds can vary from the low
growl of Cichlids to the chirp of the Damselfish.
00000
Squirrelfish grunt when fighting. Seahorses
0 0
snap when exploring new territory. The Gobies
000€>
snort at intruders. The comely Shiner knocks to
~0Dee 000 c:>e
find a mate. African Jewelfish purrs to show
aggression. The gray Angelfish moans when it
recognizes a friendly fish. The Toadfish lets out
a boat-whistle to get his mate's attention. The
Bluestriped Grunt does just that by grinding his
teeth-he grunts!
Researchers believe there may be as much, if
not more, communication between fish than there
is between birds. It's just because fish are underwater, where we are not usually present, that we
think of them as silent.
Noise affects fish. Loud, low-frequency sounds
are used to drive fish away from the pipes of
hydroelectric plants. The fish in your aquarium
Drawings
by Elyse
may be suffering from the vibrations from the
Ader,
Gr. 4,
volume of your television and stereo. Maybe they
Colorado
are yelling "Tum it down" and you just can't hear
Springs,
them!
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-Shirley Zebrowski, Honesdale, Pennsylvania
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Snake

To Be Free

Hello, I am a Boa Constrictor. I would like you
to come with me as I go through my daily routine.
I just woke up and I am feeling mighty hungry.
Let's go hunting. I prefer little mammals, and I eat
a lot. Shhh! I just spotted a rabbit nibbling on grass.
You stay here while I get my breakfast.
Yum, that rabbit sure was good!
Now, I will take my morning swim. Don't be
shy, the water's fine, and if you are with me, you're
safe from other animals. Isn't it amazing how neat
it is down here? Look at that school of fish. Just
think, I get to see this everyday! Swimming makes
me awfully hungry. Let's catch some fish. I am
sure you can do this, too. But just in case, let me
catch the first one.
Well, what a delicious salmon!
See that hawk watching me up there. It wants to
eat me, but I will get away... probably... Well, first
time for everything. It's weird being in a hawk's
stomach.
-Jessica Oberkirsch, 11, writes," My interests are

I am a white tail deer running through the
meadow of wild flowers, running, running.
Running for the joy of it. To feel the grass at
my feet. To hear the birds sing their lovely songs.
To be free. Nothing to worry about.
I run to the little stream by the edge of the
meadow. As I take a great big sip of water, I hear a
shout off in the distance. I lift my head to see what
it is, but I can't see anything.
Then I see a man coming out of the woods.
Fear pulls at me to run, but I just stand there
and stare at him, until I get snapped out of my
shock by another shout. I run as fast as I can, not
noticing the lovely flowers or that the birds have
stopped their chattering for once. I run not for the
joy of it, but for my life, but it's too late.
A gunshot sounds and I feel myself falling.
I lay there in so much pain, wondering why I'm
on the ground with that awful pain on my side.
Why? Why did I have to be the one? I have not
done any harm. I'm just a deer that likes to be free.
Why me? Why?
Then I hear the man coming. I try to get up, but
I can't. It hurts so much.
It hurts that I won't be able to run free.
Oh, just to be free again.
The words echoin my mind and heart...
Free free freeeeeeee!

bike riding, camping, drawing, and writing. One day
I would like to be a lawyer. I have lived in St. Louis,
Missouri, my whole life, but some ofmy great-great
grandparents are from Ireland and Germany."

~
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-Selena Dittberner, 14, Parkers Prairie, Minnesota.

- - Los Animales: Crossword - - - Fill in the Spanish words for the clues in English
Across:
3. I am ferocious, orange and black.
5. In English, I rhyme with boat.
6. I am the king of the jungle.
7. Oink, oink, oink.
8. Kids like to ride me.
9. I have a very long neck.

Down:

I. I give milk.
~.
2. Woof, woof, woof.
4. Meow, meow.
7. I am striped and beautiful.
Hint: Words in Spanish are: perro, gato, tigre,
cebra,jirafa, vaca, cerdo, caballo, leon, cabra
Page 10 Skipping Stones Vol. 10 no. 2

-Tila Ramin, Puerto Rican, Newton, Massachusettes

How I helped restore a Creek
When I was eight, I helped restore a creek. The
creek was buried away in a culvert (a cement tube).
But some people wanted the creek to be out in the
open so everyone could see and enjoy it.
One day, my dad got a call from his friend,
Richard, an ecologist. He was calling about
Codornices Creek in Albany, a small city near
San Francisco, California.
Richard had a plan to restore it. The city liked
his plan so they agreed to let him try to save the
creek- and I wanted to help.
First, some bulldozers dug up the ground next
to the culvert to make a ditch 250 feet long. We
dug the ditch deeper than the culvert so that when
the culvert was closed, the water would flow
through the new creekbed. It was hard work.
While digging, I found a long tooth (probably
from a saber tooth tiger), a bottle of perfume, five
hairbrushes and lots of green serpentine rocks.
We lined the creekbed and banks with "riprap"
(cement blocks). Then we closed the culvert.
And, the water flowed through the creek easily.
We planted reeds and bushes. Soon, there were
lots of insects, tadpoles and birds. When winter
rains came, the creek filled up. Once there was a
big rainstorm in Albany, and the creek collected all
the water. If the creek wasn't there, Albany Village
would have flooded.
In spring,
I went back to
the creek. As
I was walking
along the
ri verbank, I
spotted two
wild ducks
waddling up
the creek.
Three· weeks
later, Richard
went back to
the creek and
saw four baby
mallards with
their parents.

Today, Codornices Creek is a beautiful,
flourishing creek with trees, animals and rushing
water. A nice, quiet place with trickling water
falling into pools below little waterfalls. A place
where ducks wade and hummingbirds fly. A great
place to be. But it's even more wonderful to know
that I helped to restore it.
-Rajiv Smith-Mahabir, 10, Berkeley, California.
He writes, "My cultural background is American and
Trinidadian. My first language is English. I learn
Spanish as a second language and French as a third."

r----------------------------------§-ea-C-reatur-es------------------------,
i

See if you can find five SEA CREATURES words.
One word is hidden within each sentence.
i 1. Rudolph informed the other reindeer his nose
i
would light the way.
j 2. If you see wood rot termites have had their fill.
i 3. I want to splash Arkansas river water all over
myself.
4. Mr. Slob sterilized his house and became Mr.
Clean.
:5. The toy stereo didn't last long in Jessica's room.!

i

i
L
,

-Jean Ann Williams, Arroyo Grande, California!

"0
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Spring Is Near

,

'it!

When flowers start to bloom
it's time to bring out the broom
SPRING IS NEAR, SPRING IS NEAR

\'1,-

When the sun comes out nice and bright
it takes away all my fright

,

Southern Rockies Lithograph by Robert Fish

All From Heaven
Have you ever seen the vast sky
the bluest it can be?
Have you ever smelled the tall trees
in a huge pine forest?
Have you ever heard a song
sung as sweetly as honey?
Have you ever felt silk
as smooth as the ocean waves?

SPRING IS NEAR, SPRING IS NEAR

When the sound of bumblebees and
birds flows through your ear
SPRING IS NEAR, SPRING IS NEAR

When a butterfly comes out of it's cocoon
and when new love starts to bloom
SPRING IS NEAR, SPRING IS NEAR

When spring is near I have no fears
only dreams of bright sunny days
and great baseball plays

-Sarika Amin, Grade 8, Eagan, Minnesota

-Colleen Gallagher, 11,
Merchantville, New Jersey

Utopiana

Utopiana

Jag vill bli moder till omhet
moder till kold
moder till isens renhet
en moder till rosens farg
Jag vill dromma en saga
dromma nattens makt
dromma stolthetens rike
en drom av vit, varm, mjuk sno
Jag villieka med tanken
att jag var rikets drottning
leka med tanken
att jag lever fOrevigt ung

I want to be mother to tenderness
mother to cold
mother to ice's purity
a mother to the rose's color
I want to dream a story
dream the night's power
dream pride's wealth
a dream of white, warm, soft snow
I want to play with the thought
that I am queen ofthe realm
play with the thought
that I live forever young

-Ann-Charlotte Palmgren, 17, Karis, Finland (Also see p. 4)
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Cottontail

-T. J. Sutherfield, 17, Springfield, OR

Why Pandas are Black and White
/
J,/";-'" .- '..
,./"//

Once upon a time, long ago, there lived a
Panda Bear King. His name was Li. He had the
most beautiful fur in all the land. It was as silky as
the silkiest cape ever made and as white as the
whitest snow ever to lay on the ground. His fur was
so soft, that animals came from all around to feel
his fur.
One day after giving a speech, Li and his trusted servant, Chak, went for a walk. After a while
they found themselves at a beautiful clearing with
a stream running through it. The crystal clear water
was flowing gently over little rocks. The grass was
the greenest they had ever seen. As they continued,
they saw water falling over brightly colored
pebbles. Just beside the waterfall was an opening
in the middle of tall, thick, green bushes. As they
walked through the opening, it got darker and
darker. Suddenly, Li felt something sticky under
his feet. Then he started to sink. When he looked
around,he saw a sign that said,
WARNING! TAR PIT!
"Great, now I see the sign! Chak, help me!" Li
screamed. As Chak tried to pull him out, Li's fur
was black with tar. "Oh, no! My beautiful fur!"

"Don't worry about it," Chak replied, trying to
pull him out. "I'm sure we can get it off."
After much struggling, pulling and grunting, Li
was finally out of the pit.
"Quick! Let's hurry to get this tar washed off,"
Chak said.
"Yes, let's. This is a very gloomy place," Li
answered.
Once outside, they picked up some big green
leaves, dipped them in the water, and started scrubbing the tar off. After a while, Li remarked, "It's
not coming off. I can't go back looking like this!"
"You won't have to. You see, most of the
animals live on the ground, so if we live in the treetops, no one will ever see us. And if they do, they
won't be able to recognize us anyway," Chak
replied.
"Chak, my good friend, you're a genius!"
And so they began to live in the treeetops, not
ever really associating with the animals on the
ground and will continue to do so for a long time.

- Mercedes Burgh, Grade 6, Harmony, Pennsylvania
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It's Springtime in Japan!
Pink and white blossoms
_ .....A blanket for the cold ground
Spring has now arrived.
It's the first week of
spring, you and your friends
are playing in the park, rolling
around in white fluffy stuff
that's not snow. Actually, it's
pretty wann out because you
are all wearing shorts. You
~)
can't make snowballs but you
can throw this white stuff at
your friends and it doesn't hurt! Sometimes it even
tickles if it falls down your shirt. What could it be?
Every spring in Japan, the flowering cherry
trees bloom in wild white and pink colors. The
trees are completely covered with these delicate
blossoms. The surrounding ground is blanketed
by the pink and white wonderland.
Your wonderland might be in a busy city like
Tokyo. It might be in the country where an entire
mountain side is covered with cherry trees. They
grow in gardens and down avenues. They pop up
between cramped houses or cascade down the hills.

6t',~~
.;1."

Cherry blossoms in front of temple near Kyoto, Japan
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Cherry trees beautify the country and add a spark
of color to the landscape.
Japanese children love the cherry trees, one of
the first trees to bloom after the cold winter. They
promise wann weather to come. It's time to be with
friends and enjoy the outdoors.
Japanese people celebrate the arrival of spring
with a flower-viewing party called Hanami. The
Cherry Tree Festival is an annual event and people
enjoy the festivities.
The cherry blossom is considered to be the
symbol of the Samurai. The Samurai were great
warriors (similiar to the knights of Europe). They
owned estates and defended them on horseback
with swords and bows. Why would a flower be the
symbol of a strong warrior?
As the blossoms fall to the ground, they are still
proud, beautiful, and whole. They maintain their
strength even though they are dying. Most flowers
wilt and tum brown but not the cherry blossom.
The Samurai regarded death as a thing of great
pride and beauty. They were considered strong and
powerful even after death, so the cherry blossom
became their inspiration.
Flowering Japanese cherry trees are also grown
in the United States. In 1912, the city of Tokyo
gave the city of Washington, D.C., over three thousand cherry trees as a gift. The trees are located at
the Tidal Basin and around the Jefferson Memorial.
People come from all over to enjoy these trees and
admire their beauty. The best time to see the trees
is late March or early April because they bloom for
only two weeks. The people of Washington, D.C.,
celebrate the blooming of the cherry trees by
holding an annual Cherry Tree Festival just as
they do in Japan.
Sounds like fun! Did you ever think a simple
flower could bring such joy and beauty to our
world? If you see a tree covered in white in early
sI:'ring, it may not be snow laying heavily on its
branches. Look carefully, it might be a flowering
cherry tree!
-Jennifer Reed, Clinton, Maryland, lived in Japan
for three years. Her first children's book, The Falling
Flowers, will be published this summer.
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My Mother's Hen
W hen I was a little boy, my mother was

approached the house. In fact, my mother use to
given a hen, by her mother from Maragoli land.
tease us that Ojiko owned our property.
The first few days that this hen lived with us, we
She had come to live with us when my sister was
called her Maragoli. Later, we changed her name to only six months old. Now, she was still eating out
Ojiko, which means spoon in our Luo language of
of the same bowl with her. I didn't like doing it
.
because Ojiko ate like a typewriter. She
Kenya, as a result of her eating at the table.
>:"''i't",}t~ - ..~ ate so fast that I got very little food, but
She became a unique member of the family.
Ojiko was a rare breed of chicken with .~. <::<~l. ~: ~<'}:-'''''
my sister always shared with her.
short stubby legs, and a long neck, with col- " ..~~~, ~ One day, after she had weaned her
ors like a checkerboard. Her walk was waddly
......,..t'V'~
chicks, she went to the river to drink
like that of a duck, and she was a number one egg
and never returned. My mother always kept a
layer; which she often did right ~n my mother's lap.
broken piece of a clay pot filled with water for her,
I liked how she sang. She would sing Keroooo,
but on this day she was seen going to the river.
At night, Ojiko and her babies would unite
and spread her wings to protect her babies from the
owl, crow, hawk, or even a kite. She could fly and
under her wings, becoming one. Now that she was
chase the birds away. She was a good protector.
missing, I could hear her chicks calling for her,
que... que..., and recognized that they needed help.
My mother took advantage of her being so
caring, and would buy fertile eggs in the marketThe whole family began to look for Ojiko.
place, secretly put them under Ojiko, who would
The chief of the village started a formal search.
My sister suggested that we go to my auntie's
adopt them as her own. This way we didn't have
to take Ojiko's chicks for food.
house and take one of her hens to be a mother to
My mother would make a nest of ashes from
the lonely chicks. I told her that they would know
the cooking stove for Ojiko, providing a soft place
the difference, and we should not do that.
for her. She would turn the eggs 3 times a night,
Our mother tried to offer comfort, by telling us
and sit patiently, giving body heat to her eggs.
that loss is a natural part of life, and that the pain
She faced four different directions to insure that
we were suffering would make us strong. I rememall her eggs were getting properly warmed.
ber thinking that I did not want to grow in that way.
I noticed that during this twenty-one day
My sister and I decided to perform a ritual to
incubation time, her song changed. She would sing
pledge our love to our departed friend. This led to
ko...ko... and sprint from her nest with stiff joints
buying extra grain for Ojiko's chicks with the
to relieve herself, and then carefully return.
money we had saved from mending fishing nets.
When the eggs finally hatched, she sang a
That night, I placed a table on it's side and
song of celebration, that alerted her chicks to her
shielded Ojiko's chicks in the corner where they
location. She chanted, kut, kut, which meant,
always slept, next to my mother's cooking pot.
"come along, come along." She searched for food
The next morning, the chicks were gone.
for her babies and called them to eat.
My mother had taken them back to her mother in
Often, Ojiko would call her children to the
Maragoli land, where she said they would be safer.
winnowing area where my mother would purposely She told me later that it was
spill grains for her hen family. There, she would
like a circle, because that is
note the weakest chicks and attend to their special
where they had come from.
needs. She would scratch an ant mound exposing
I was sad. But, in time, I
the food, and mouth-feed her weakest babies.
understood what the loss of
Over a period of eight years, Ojiko became so
Ojiko taught me about life.
-Timothy Ayieko, is a
secure with our family, that she wouldn't even
move from the doorway when someone
native o/Kenya, East Africa
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Leaving Zaire
The orange streaks of early sky were gradually
A friend I would greatly miss was little threeappearing on the horizon. I settled back against my
year-old Josh, the pilot's son. I babysat all day
rock. I was content, but couldn't help rebuking the
long, daily. Sometimes, we played soccer, talked to
sunrise for coming so early. I wasn't ready for
the cows" or just watched the sunset, but always
today, and it'd be long enough
N' ht F' h'
C>-,
together. I had learned a lot
as it was. My last sunrise in
Ig
IS Ing
from Josh. He was perceptive
Zaire! I couldn't understand
The moon shines full
and brave even at three.
et. Not yet.
The wint~rs are still a~ long last
Jenn Sam and I climbed
"
.
y
.
.
From exhaustIon, new excItement grows
Wh~ was It.all. happemng?
Just us three juveniles
the talle~t guav.a tree untIl the
Couldn t the mISSIOn head
Ridiculously proud of our blissful freedom last possIble mmute, then
raced to the bottom. We had
quarters ignore their policies to
The tight leash of authority far behind
evacuate us in the wake of this
Barefoot toes dangling aimlessly
done this all our lives, and
knew it was our last chance
civil war? Things were going
Slouched carelessly, half in the boat
together. There were a flurry
great, with the entire mission
Hands poised... suspended
B~l.ow the flashl~ght's b~a~
of goodbyes, crying, and
projects, and with our personal
WaltI~g for the mmnow VICtIm
waving, and then we were
activities and lives. We had
h'
.
LIke
a
Venus
Fly
Trap
h
l
Iane
d
·
.
d
sc h001 m motIon an t nvmg,
P .
d
"
gone, tepa
m tree
an
atIence en ures, so not to mISS It
.
and our brand new Sunday
Then, suddenly, whispered
mangoes behmd us.
Schools were just starting
"Beth!" Plunge
Now I'm in America, still
..0
Reward -Beth .5.
trying to balance the difference
to grow in kids. Our family
of American life with the simwas needed, according to my
assessments. My dad was the medical director and
pie one I knew in Zaire. Life goes on, school conhead of the Pediatrics and Sleeping Sickness wards. tinues. I trust God will direct me. Maybe this was
My mom was doing well in literacy and teaching
just another reminder that He's in control forever.
English. All of us kids were happy. Truly happy.
-Beth Samuelson, McPherson, Kansas. Beth was
Our soccer team was united and training hard. In
born in Zaire (renamed the Republic ofCongo), where
my heart, though, I still couldn't convince myself.
her parents had been missionaries for 18 years.
I knew God would not fail me. I knew
life would go on.
I woke up my family; Abby pleading,
"Beth, don't wake me up yet." Poor girl.
But mom was cheerful. Even with all
the tension, she was looking forward to
seeing her college friends and her new
refridgerator in America. We packed the
truck and drove down to the church
where everyone was waiting to see us off.
The pastor's family was up, even little.
children who could barely walk were
there to greet us. We all gathered in a
circle, holding hands and praying a final
time. We sang our favorite African song,
dancing and circling. I would remember
that day forever as I saw my teachers and
Beth (left) and her friend, Jenn, watching a baptism
friends among those remaining.
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('"'''' In the Heartland of Southern Africa
@.=

<:::::::::::EnY"
'11;:;-

~l~2J

Two years ago, I decided to fulfill a life dream
and take my 10-yr-old adopted, African-American
daughter, Emily, to Africa. My desire was for both
of us to explore Emily's African roots and for me
to photograph the heart of this culture. We spent
eight months traveling throughout southern Africa.
The highlight of our African experience was the
time we spent as guests of the Chief of the remote
Tonga village of Siachilaba, Zimbabwe.
The Tonga people live with simplicity, trying
to hold on to their traditional beliefs and culture.
They used to be called, the "River Tonga" because
they had lived along the banks of the Zambezi
River, bordering Zambia and Zimbabwe. However,
in 1957, the Zambezi valley was flooded by a huge
dam and all the River Tonga (57,000 people) were
displaced and resettled into bush areas, on infertile
soil and with limited access to water.
We were shocked by the conditions to which
they have grown accustomed: very limited supply
of water (often contaminated), barely enough food,
no medical supplies or services, no money for
schooling, etc. Yet they never complained and were
gracious hosts-always attentive to our needs.
Page 18 Skipping Stones Vol. 10 no. 2

1.. Pounding millet and preparing it for the evening
meal, called Sadza takes several hours. 2. Siblings in
the village of Siachilaba, Zimbabwe. Most older
children care for and carry their young siblings on their
backs. 3. A boy in Chimoio, Mozambique. Bald spots
are typical symptoms of ringworm, a common disease.

4. A Tonga girl in Siachilaba, Zimbabwe. 5. Son of a
Zulu Warrior, southeastern South Africa. 6. Fishermen
repairing nets on Lake Malawi, a very large and
beautiful lake that borders Malawi, Mozambique and
Tanzania. 7. "Gatekeepers" in Mbare, Zimbabwe.
Children are very curious and like to be photographed.
8. Some children are able to attend school in the village. Education is highly respected in the Tonga tribe.

Many children and adults do not survive the many
diseases and illnesses in Siachilaba, Zimbabwe,
due to inadequate drinking water, poor nutrition
and lack of medical supplies and assisstance. I have
formed a nonprofit corporation to raise money for
an education of the children, medical supplies and
possibly, for setting up a drinking water system.
-Tina Friedman, Sandpoint, Idaho

Donations can be sent to: Friends ofAfrica,
c/o Tina Friedman, 2604 Samuels Road,
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 USA; Tel. (208) 2634890
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Israel Celebrates 50th!

Israel's Independence Day

This year, the Israeli people are celebrating half a
As I wake up, the flag of my country
century of independence. The tiny nation with an area
is raised. White and blue stripes on the
of 20,700 Sq Km (slightly larger than the state of New
top and blue Star of David in the middle.
Jersey) is located on the eastern Mediterranean Sea,
Today is Israel's independence day.
between Egypt and Lebanon. It was created under
I smell falafel from the kitchen.
the League ofNations on 14 May 1948, to allow the
Later in the day, parades will wander
Jewish people to return to their ancestral homeland
through the whole country.
(Palestine) after the Second World War.
Today is Israel's independence day.
The people of Israel have struggled hard to keep
Loud sirens go off, and I stop to think
their freedom and security. As you might know, the
about my country's hardship since ninePalestinian Peace Process attempts to find a way for
teen forty-eight. I think of the soldiers
both the Israelis and Palestinians to live in peace.
who risked their lives, of how this country
could have saved us from the Holocaust.
In Israel, the citizens vote only for the party of their
Today is Israel's independence day.
choice, not for the representatives of their choosing.
The political parties themselves decide who will sit in
-Jordie Shaner, 11, Jewish-American,
the Knesset (the parliament). Only the Prime Minister is
Englewood, Colorado
elected directly, and this is only
@]
a recent phenomenon, beginJerusalem Rock
~
~
ning in the 1996 elections.
You can pray when you want ~
~ Gold sunset in the distance
Jerusalem is the capital, yet
~
With people who are crying ~
Cats on the rock.
most countries have their
~ Children with machine guns Feel the wall, people before you ~
embassies in Tel Aviv. The
~
~
Crying, crying, crying
Dome of the Rock
Knesset is made up of two big
~ Through gates of the Old City
~
parties (Likud and Avodah)
Darkness has fallen
~
~
and nine small parties which
A towering wall
Cats on a rock
~
~ Jerusalem Rock around me
reflect all kinds of interests
The light brown stones of
~
~
and concerns.
Jerusalem
Rock.
I
reach
The
Wall
~
~
Peace and prosperity to the ~
- Adam Hirsch, 16, Clarkstown High, New City, New York f§l~
people of Israel and Palestine! ~

@].

@].

@]

Prayer Wall of the ancient temple (left) and Holocaust Memorial (right), Jerusalem. Kerry Bolander Photos
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The Land (ha-aretz) f'Nn

./
:,:;l

Welcome to The Land-ha-aretz,
. . ..
S;
doesn't have tall mountain ranges,
many Israelis, from young kids to
as Israelis refer to it. What is the
. :)' .. '.)"-. Le,..!
make-up of this land, a land which is
. :,..J ... .
S"~lA seniors, climb and hike with the
~.
',ft4.
'
i~o....
so important to so many people?
~
well established Society for the
Israel is a short and narrow coun- . #
' -' ~
Protection ofNature,
try. The winter weather can really
y',' T~l'·: ) ~
Today Israel can boast about
. . A'''l'' :" ~
470 different bird species. How
vary from one end of the country to
the other. So, in one day, it's possible
does such a little country attract
to fly up to Mt. Hermon (the highest
so many diffrent kinds of birds?
peak at 2,224 meters above sea level),
It's just about the only land bridge
near Israel's northeastern border with
between the Mediterranean and
Syria, for downhill skiing. Then fly to
the Arabian deserts. It is, thereJO\<.l;>A:N
fore, used by thousands of birds
Eilat, near Israel's southeastern border
with Jordan, for swimming or snorkel~~--,. on their way south to Africa in the
ling in the Red Sea's coral reef. It's
,•.:iJ
autumn (and back north again to
even possible to drive from the
Europe and Asia) in the spring.
Hermon down to Eilat all in one day!
<",'
Ride any city bus and you're sure to hear at
least 3 languages being spoken. This is because
Much of the year, however, Israel is hot and
dry. In fact, most people in Israel would say there
Israel is a country of immigrants. Israel is probably
are just two seasons, Winter and Summer. By the
the only country in the world that has a government
summer months, the temperatures range from a low policy of kibutz galuyot (the gathering in of exlies),
of 22° C to a high of 36° C (72° to 97°F). There is
of readily accepting people from other countries.
virtually no rain during the spring, summer and fall
Under Israeli law, hok ha-shvut (the Law of
months. Israel is always pressed for water.
Return), any Jewish person is given the automatic
Due to a growing population, an agreement to
right to settle in Israel. This law also clears the way
share Israel's water with its new peace partners,
for the oleh (immigrant) to become a citizen. In
Jordan and the Palestinian Authority, and because
real terms, this law has given the new immigrant
the government is slow to pay for any long-term
financial help in housing and medical services, in
water conservation programs, a serious water
setting up a household, and in studying in ulpan
scarcity disaster is in the making.
(the school for the intensive study of Hebrew,
Israel's
official language).
Israelis have
Since 1990, Israel has absorbed over 750,000
a strong tie, even
new immigrants, in its total population of about 5
a physical love
million
people. This means Israel has had a populafor their country.
tion rise of 15% in less than one decade! Most of
When Israelis
the new Israelis come from the former Soviet
talk about Israel,
Union,
and also to some extent from Ethiopia.
they use a special
Besides the Jewish population, there are almost
word- moledet
one million non-Jews living in Israel. Of this
(homeland). To
group, about 77% are Palestinians and Moslem
love the land is
Arabs, 13% Christian Arabs and 10% Druze and
to know the land,
others. Although, a vast majority (83%) ofIsrael's
and to know the
population remains Jewish. People of Jewish faith
land is to love
from all over have come home to a physically,
the land. Even
spiritually or ideologically agreeable place to live.
though Israel
-Deborah Rubin Fields, Jerusalem, Israel
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War Journeys
What follows are fragments ofpainful
memories offour girls' lives torn by war.

Miriam, 1917, World War One, TurkeyLife hadn't always been this way. Once, yes,
I had been a child, running though the fields that
surrounded our village. I hadn't always dreamt
of a family, I did have one...once. My village had
been small. At seven, I knew every street, when
there were streets, before they (I will not say
who) burned my family's village to the ground.
Wait, I'm not writing the way things happened. I was seven when the war started and
eight when the mass murders of my people
began. And I can't force myself to say more.

Leah, 1942, The Holocaust, PolandFinally, for lack of a better word, we reached
our destination, a train. I had never been in a
train! Maybe this won't be so bad after all, I
thought to myself. But as I neared I saw that the
train, if you can even call it that, was just a line of
box cars with the word "JUDE" painted on them
over a large, yellow Star of David. Tears silently
rolled down my cheeks. Had the Jewish people
been reduced to this, to animals? I knew it would
take everything I had to put away the proud part
of me and get in those cars, everything.

Miriam, 1944, Holocaust, GermanyWell, of course I had gotten into those boxcars. My whole village had spent four nights in
one of the many cars. Slowly, we traveled over
Poland and Germany. We stopped often to let
more important cargo go by and almost anything
was more important than us.
We were nearing the end of our fifth day in
the boxcar when the doors flung open. We were
facing a large open, grassy field surrounded on
all sides by thick forest. It wasn't until I jumped
down from the boxcar and saw the trenches, that
I knew the end was near.

the village had seen what prejudiced men,
women, and even children, could do. We had
heard of the hate, in World War One and Two,
and even here, the past three years. But could
there really be a Holocaust here, of my people?
Could they hurt me? My family? Brothers?
Sisters? Aunts? Uncles? Cousins? Friends?
Soon I would find out that the answer was Yes.

Tara, 1996, Palestinian/Israeli ConflictMy mother grabbed me, even though I was
eight, and shoved three bundles into my hands.
My older sister took my cousins in her arms.
My mother and father herded us out the back
door, only to find it was too late. There were
no means of escape, the soldiers had us.
My father was a prominent leader in our community so we were escorted down the street by
two soldiers with grim, deep eyes, that seemed
to be saying 'yes, it is real.' Our neighbors and
friends, who all claimed to be different than us,
picked up rocks and started to hurl them at us. A
piece hit my little cousin and she burst into tears.
All around us was blood. A few people watching
even had guns. They'd shoot an occasional bullet
into our crowd. I couldn't stand it, but I had to.

Girls, anytime, anyplace, ethnic cleansing.
Mother had always said, "We're god's chosen
people." But no one is chosen. We each must
make our way through the hate and the fear.
No one is spared-not the Armenians, Muslims,
Palestinians, Israelis, Jews or African slaves.
-Sarah Eisenstein Stumbar, 11, Trumansburg, NY

Naomi, 1995, Bosnian Civil War, BosniaThey told us, "You've got fifteen minutes.
Get your things together and we'll be leaving."
You could hear the women shouting at the
children and the village men's heavy boots running from house to house pleading... Why? Could
there be another Holocaust here? The people of
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Memorial for the Dachau Death March, Jerusalem

The Legacy of the Holocaust: History need not repeat itself!
Provoking in its austerity, "Memorial des
Martyrs Francais de la Deportation de 1945,"
stands across from the renowned Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris. It rests on an inlet on the Seine
River where the revolutionary flag hung from
Notre Dame in the French Revolution of 1830.
Here lies a little known monument of the French
"Martyr's of the Holocaust"-the most memorable
site that I recently visited in Paris.
At first, all you see is a flat, four-foot-tall gray
stone wall. Further along, you will encounter a
small gate which admits you down a matching gray
stone staircase into a cobbled antechamber where
black spikes shoot up like beanstalks and a grate
shields the Seine River. Looking toward the sky,
you are about fifteen feet below the grassy knoll.
Most tourists above proceed unaware of the small
amount of silent mourners only a few feet below.
Shivers run down your spine as you enter
through a slit in the ragged stone wall. You are no
longer a tourist as you are transported into this
drafty octagonal dungeon. The names of the
Concentration Camps are etched into the walls.
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There are no displays, photos, audio, video or any
written details; only a visual mirage of the most
ghastly genocide of this century-The Holocaust.
Peering in to a mock cell and noting the French
scrawls surrounding the hollows which represent
each camp, suddenly you notice the most evocative, yet horrific visual. Thick, black bars keep
gawkers and the living from entering a long corridor lit on either side with tiny bulbs signifying each
"martyr" who perished in the camps. Although
dark, you can see the outline of a door to a gas
chamber. Hitler's Nazis killed many people in these
gas chambers. You shudder at the injustices done to
innocent people. About one-third of the Jews in
France were deported to the camps during the war.

A girl twirls atop the Holocaust Memorial in Paris

Only five decades ago, Hitler and his army
killed adults and children just for being a little
different than those in the mainstream. Those
affected were Jews, intellectuals who questioned
the war, handicapped people, people involved in
mixed marriages, and children, especially orphans.
There was no freedom of speech, no freedom of
religion. Hitler wanted a "pure race" of only his
ideal blond, stocky, Christian German people.
He wanted what he considered imperfect people
exterminated like bugs in a pantry. Does this seem
appalling to you? It should! But similar atrocities
are carried out in different nations even today.
People in Bosnia, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Liberia,
Israel, Pakistan, Iraq and Iran have all recently
fought ethnic battles over owership of land and
over differences in their religions and nationality.
You would think that adults would learn from
history, but many turn a blind eye. Peace is fragile,
and the wars, over ethnicity and who should occupy
land or precious resources, continue to be waged.
We can help to abolish these prejudices by
accepting one another as equals no matter where
we come from or what we look like. We can set the
example for older folks by enjoying and appreciating the rich differences in culture and beliefs that
our classmates possess. We can seize the present
and do away with the hate of the past. We deserve
to have a future where peace and justice prevail
and history does not repeat itself.
-Susan Caine Thurmond, Los Angeles, California
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Chase the Farthest Star
Travel has
always been one of
my first loves. It's
exciting to meet new
people and discover
new ways of looking
at things. I have traveled quite extensively with my parents in
the past 16 years of
my life. Now, for the
past eight months,
I have been living in Neustadt Am Ruebenberge,
Northern Germany, going to a German school and
living with German host families.
I graduated from high school at the age of 15,
by remaining devoted to my studies and taking as
many summer and extra curricular courses as possible. I also worked part-time as a waitress in order
to earn travel money. Through an exchange organization called Rotary International, I was placed in
a small German town, just north of the developing
city of Hannover, the host of Expo 2000.
Mter five months and as I was starting to get
the hang of the German language, my exchange
with the Rotary ended and I was home just in time
for Christmas. However, I was not ready to end
these mind-broadening cultural lessons. I went
back to work full-time for two months and earned
enough money to travel a second time, living with
the family of a friend I had met before.
The schools in Germany are different than those
I had attended in the U.S. The German students are
divided according to the type of career they want
to pursue, starting with sixth grade. I go to a
Gymnasium, a school for students who intend to
go to a university. The Realschule is a school for
students who want to get jobs in the manual labor
or social work fields. Students who attend Berufsschule anticipate intermediate jobs like secretarial
work or banking. At the Berufs- and Realschule,
students do a 2-year Ausbildung (apprenticeship) in
their intended field of the work, starting at age 16.
These students receive intense job skills training
and still go to school two or four days a week.
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Half of the semester grade is given according
to participation in class. Although students always
hold their teachers in high esteem, it is common
that students and teachers become involved in
heated debates within the classroom. Opinions
are important, and even necessary, in classes such
as religion and philosophy.
Each student is assigned a teacher as a personal
mentor at the beginning of secondary school. This
teacher is there to help the student with any personal or school related concerns. Often teachers are
mentors for many students. It's common for the
teacher to invite them all over for a meal and nice·
evening of conversation. Teachers work especially
hard to take an interest in each student's personal
life, thereby creating a bond that helps education
seem more important and interesting.
Of course, school isn't the only thing that is
different. Every afternoon for two hours is
Mittagspause. From 1 pm to 3 pm we enjoy the
mid-day meal together, the main meal of the day.
Most stores are required to close by 8 pm on weekdays and on Sunday they don't open at all, so it's a
day for relaxing with friends and family.
One thing that shocked me is that it's considered impolite to say hallo or gutenmorgen (hello or
good morning) to strangers on the street or in a bus.
However, when you leave a restaurant or store, it's
common to say AufWiedersehen or goodbye to the
people you see on the way out.
Most people use public transportation rather
than cars to get around. Germany has a superb line
of trains, busses, subways and trams which help to
cut down on pollution as well as being less expensive than driving. I've learned to depend on bicycles as my most frequent mode of transportation
(I ride my bike 4 km to school every morning!).
Since I've been living in Germany, I've learned
many things like responsibility, tolerance for
different kinds of lifestyles, and great adapting
skills. I definitely urge all you creative young
people to get out there and chase your dreams.
And remember, getting there is only half the fun!
-Sayulita Storm Robinsong, 17,Jrom Lancaster, SC

Flavours from Ireland
Irish traditional cooking is still alive and
growing. Years ago, women would cook on an
open fire, fueled with peat which they would
dig up themselves. They cooked with a
heavy black pot for stews, or a
griddle for scones-bread and
potato cakes. They grew their
own vegetables, used the eggs
from their hens, and produced
their own dairy products using the
milk from their cows. They grew
their own potatoes and many
famous recipes include this
staple food.
A lot of recipes were
passed down through
hundreds of years. The
homemade food of the past
is served in restaurants and
homes all over Ireland even
today. Ireland is also famous for brown bread.
Here are some traditional recipes for you to try!
-Martha Reid, Neilstown, Clondalkin, Dublin, Ireland

Potato Cakes
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 6 minutes

Makes 8 cakes
Ingredients:
1 lb cooked mashed potatoes
180 g (6 oz) plain flour
150 ml (1/4) pint milk
2 tablespoons melted butter
Method:
1. Mix all the ingredients together and add enough
milk to make the dough firm.
2. Sprinkle the work-top with the flour and roll out
the dough into round shapes about l/2-inch thick.
3. In a frying pan, melt the butter. Cook cakes on
both sides until golden brown.

Serve hot or cold with butter.

Irish Potato Scones
Preparation Time: 10 min.
Cooking Time: 40 min.
Makes 8 scones
Ingredients:
275 g (10 oz) peeled potatoes
225g (8 oz) self-raising flour
3 teaspoon baking powder
25g (loz) castor sugar
100g (4 oz) margarine
50g (2 oz) cut mixed peel
50g (2 oz) currants
milk for glazing, and salt
Method:
1. Heat the oven to 22°C (425°F).
2. Cook potatoes in boiling salted
water for about 20 minutes until
tender. Meanwhile, sift the flour, a pinch of
salt, baking powder and sugar into a bowl.
3. Mix in the peel and currants.
4. Drain the cooked potatoes then return to a low
heat to dry thoroughly. Sieve the potatoes and
allow to cool. Add to dry mixture and mix well to
form a soft dough.
5. Tum onto your work top. Lightly dust with flour
and knead lightly until smooth. Using a round
cutter, cut out rounds and place on a well-greased
baking tray. Brush the scones with a little milk and
bake for about 20 minutes until well risen.

Potato Soup
Preparation Time: 10 minutes
Cooking Time: 25 minutes

Makes one pot ofsoup
Ingredients:
3 large potatoes, peeled, washed and diced
1 large onion, chopped
3 leeks, washed and chopped
1 celery stick, finely chopped
900 ml (1.5) pint soup stock
Method:
1. Put vegetables in a saucepan, bring to a boil.
2. Simmer 25 min. or until vegetables are tender.

Serve hot with crusty bread rolls.
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Cultures Meet in my Istanbul Family
What would happen if a Turkish man from the
Southeast and a Turkish woman from Karadeniz
met and got married in Istanbul? It would be a lot
like my family; a mix of two, very different cultures. However, because their families came from
very different places, climates and economies,
one of the biggest differences between them
affect our family meals.
In Southeast Turkey,
the climate is not very
suitable to produce anything but wheat. Nature
does not provide many
resources for these
people. The economy is
not strong because it is
based on basic agriculture. They can't produce things which grow on
trees because summer days are hot in the desert;
winters are as cold as the top of Mount Everest.
They can't make animals fat enough to produce
much meat, since the climate is so extreme as to
not let them feed year round. There is no forest
nearby, which limits their natural resources.
People have to buy inexpensive food, and don't
have much money to buy clothes.
However, in Karadeniz, Turkey, the climate
is suitable to produce lots of vegetables and
fruits, also meats and cheeses. Karadeniz is the
richest place in Turkey because of the forest,
which is a profitable resource.
My father's family prepares a special morning
meal for Bayrams. They eat meat fried in tomato
sauce, served with rice pilaf. However, because
of economy or climate, they don't have much
meat or rice. This is why, for Bayrams, the Turks
prefer to eat what they are not able to eat very
often. My father is sensitive about this tradition,
so we celebrate Bayrams in our family.
Usually, the people of the Southeast eat wheat
pilaf, or other meals prepared with wheat, tomato
sauce or onions. Sometimes they fry the foods,
boil them, or not cook them at all. My favorite
is tevenk. It is like Greek dolmas in grape leaves,
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but rather than meat, a special kind of wheat is
added. It is served with yogurt and small pieces
of fried onion.
Another dish that is liked by nearly all Turks
is called ifli kofte. It is hard to prepare because of
all the kneading and shaping. Finally, you have
a vase-shaped, meatfilled pocket fried in
oil. Hot pepper is used
for flavor and mixed
spices are put into
dishes like fig kofte.
In Karadeniz, we
use com meal and
pasta. Pasta is either
fried in oil, and lor
boiled. White cheese
might be added, or
boiled potatoes or meat. Another kind of pasta
is boiled then coated with butter and sugar.
One more well-known pasta is called manti.
It's thin pasta with meat inside, boiled and served
with yogurt, tomato sauce and dried mint. It is
cooked by boiling or frying in oil.
There is a special fish called Hamsi, which is
very small and ordinary looking and can be eaten
without being boned. With this, they might make
"bread with hamsi" baking the fish right into the
bread. It might also be made into a kind of
dessert. In Karadeniz, they don't eat hot pepper
like in the Southeast, they usually use dried mint
and black pepper.
Even though my father and mother came
from different regions, they now appreciate the
cultures of both places. My mother can eat much
hotter food than my father! She also learned the
ways of cooking from the Southeast so well that
she can prepare most foods as naturally as my
father's relatives.
It may seem hard to belong to two very
different cultures, to learn their daily traditions.
But I believe that these two cultures have taught
me many important things that I will remember
throughout my life.
-Sehnaz Kiymaz, Grade 9, Istanbul, Turkey

Islands In Brazil
Deep in the distance you can see
the beautiful clear, blue sky. Untouched,
almost innocent, the cloudless sky blankets
the horizon. Numerous islands sit out in
the water in no particular order. It's as if
someone sprinkled down crumbs onto
the water, and magically, islands arose.
The islands sit still, almost like people,
isolated and by themselves, not relying
on the mainland but on themsleves. The
islands, covered by tall trees and rocks,
float in one spot. Never moving,never in a
hurry. They seem pure, as if nobody has
ever been there before, and a thought forms
that you might be the first one ever there.
The thought diminishes as your gaze
shifts to the deep, dark, blue, powerful
ocean. But, now you see it in a different
way, it's beautiful and calming. Peaceful. Then,
it changes again. The never resting ocean seems
a direct opposite from the sprinkled islands.
Always moving, never staying still, the ocean
has been touched by everyone. The swarming
Atlantic rushes towards the shores with an
endless splash of waves.
-Jan Weinberg, Grade 10, Seattle, Washington,
visited Brazil to play soccer last summer.

Handle With Care
Love is like a glass
So handle it with care.
It's easy to break
But hard to repair.
Sent by Susan Muchererah, 15, Mutare, Zimbabwe
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In this picture, you see the biggest house in our
town, the Nuclear Power Plant, Lake Visaginas, the
forest, the sun, the memorial stone, and the arbor.
I like your magazine, and wanted to send you
my paintings. I go to art school in my town. ~y
interests are painting, writing letters, and mUSIC.
There are many forests of giant oaks in my
country. Lithuania is an agricultural country. The
longest river is Neman (937 km). The national tree
is a fir, the bird is a heron, the flower is a rutha.
Lithuania is almost the center of Europe.
To the west is the Baltic Sea. To the north is Latvia.
To the east and south, Belarus and Poland. Our
population is 3.75 million. Our biggest cities.are
Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipeda, and Palanga, Nennga,
our famous seaside health resorts.
-Julia Robotina, 16, Visaginas, Lithuania
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Sunlight Zone -Julie Marie DeMareo, 9, West Deptford, New Jersey
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Meeting the Maori
everything for us. Next, an
I had been planning a trip
elderly Maori man and woman
to New Zealand and Australia
spoke to us about their cusfor almost a year before our
toms. After each speech, a perplane finally landed at the
son from our group would forAukland Airport last summer.
mally thank the speaker by
I would be staying in New
leading us all in a song from
Zealand for about ten days
the United States. After openalong with eighty other student
ing
ceremonies, we all had to
ambassadors with People to
.
traditionally "press noses" with
People. We were excited about
each member of the Maori famspending our first three days in
ily. After the nose press, the old
the big city. But actually, one
Maori woman began speaking
of my best experiences had
!.... ~ JDu~
again and then, in the middle
nothing to do with the city
'P~c.ifid.
.
of the sentence, she began
or fancy hotels.
o~
speaking English. She spoke it
On our third morning in
so
well you would've thought
New Zealand, forty of us
she was an American herself!
packed overnight bags and
Before the day was over, we
rode a bus for seven hours
.
~,..
had gotten to know the whole
to a small, northern village. "'~: ~".: ..... ~
.
Maori
family.
Many of us had been looking :~::", .
.
At first, the Maori natives
forward to staying with the
had seemed rough and un-civilized, compared to
Maori people, the natives of New Zealand. Our
the lifestyle I was used to. But after experiencing
leader said we'd be staying in a Meeting House.
their life, I realized that no matter how far apart
It was almost 5:00 p.m. before we got to the
in distance, nations and cultures can never be
village. We finally got off the bus and, to follow
separated in spirit or kinship.
Maori custom, the girls entered the village first,
-Angela Cederquist, 16, Comstock, Michigan
before the men and boys. An old, stern-looking
Maori woman with graying hair stood waiting in
the doorway of the small white building called
the Meeting House. As soon as she saw we were
ready, she began chanting a song of welcome in
the Maori language. She led us into the Meeting
House and we sat down on benches that lined the
OJJ
.....c::
center isle. Inside, the Meeting House looked
i::CI:l
almost like a church; there were old framed
u
0
pictures of the families' ancestors covering the
::l
walls like wallpaper and rows of mattresses,
0
::c
blankets, and pillows on both sides of the room
OJJ
.........c::
for us to sleep on. An older man, some middle0
0
aged men and women, and about six children had
~
come in as she spoke and sat down in front.
0
CI:l
After chanting, she began her customary
~
welcoming speech. None of us could understand
- <t:
what she was saying- but our guide translated
..........
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The Joys of Junk

Whenever you hear
the word "junk," you
might think of something useless that should
be thrown out with the
garbage.
In "Second-hand"
stores, goods that have
belonged to several
owners are proudly
recycled. "The Sow's
Ear," in Fortuna, rural
California, makes its
home in a huge building
dating from the 1860's, and brims over with the
odd and unusual. A sign inside the store reads,
uNot a museum; this junk is for sale."
Things are arranged very differently than in
most stores. A classical statue wears part of a
gorilla costume and holds a flag. Lamps, dishes,
old radios and toys compete for shelf space.
From the ceiling hang chairs, a miniature airplane,
Japanese parasols and old monster movie posters.
Customers enjoy searching through the tangled
goods, often finding just what their hearts desire. A
typewriter may need a simple repair. An old teapot
is as good as new with a tightening of the handle.
Air in a tire brings a wheelbarrow back to life.
With a little energy, rejected
goods find new homes.
Owner David Bertz can
often be found scraping old
paint from furniture, uncovering its hidden beauty.
In the United States, it
is usually considered rude
to question the fairness of
an item's cost, but at "The
Sow's Ear," it is expected.
The customer might tell the
shop owner what would be
a more reasonable price,
and the owner may negotiate. Sometimes the question
is settled by a flip of a coin.
He is a good sport about losing. Sixteen years in
the junk business have been reward enough.
Secondhand stores are a source of inspiration

for artists. Old photos,
yarn, beads, and buttons
may be transformed
into creative wonders.
Sculptors tum odds and
ends into amazing
shapes. Wandering
through the maze of
strange goods brings
out the creativity in
everyone.
It is also a journey
through history, with
record albums, postcards ~nd antique gadgets from long ago. Children
are encouraged to take their time; touching, looking
through old scrapbooks, to dig into boxes of ocean
shells and dress-up costumes. That hard-to-find
magazine for a research project may be no further
than a local secondhand store.
In an all-too-wasteful world, reusing things
makes good sense. Resourceful people discover the
joys of recycling. The old saying goes, "You can't
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear." But, by visiting secondhand stores, you'll have fun trying.
-Susan Dill is a co-owner o/The Sow's Ear

Make a paper mache mask!
Find an old display head (in a second-hand
store or a wig shop). Cover it with plastic wrap,
attached with masking tape. Tear newspaper
into inch-thick strips. Dip them in liquid laundry starch, removing excess. Overlap the strips
on the head form in different directions until it's
covered, especially edges. Apply three layers.
Facial features like noses or lips can be made
by wadding or rolling up the newspaper and
secured by laying the strips over them. Eyes can
be left open or covered. Exaggerate the features
to bring a unique character to your creation.
Allow to dry for several days. Pull off the mask
and allow the inside to dry.
Paint with tempura, decorate with treasures
you find from around the house, yard, neighborhood, or in seconhand stores. Attach a string to
the back and hang it on your wall proudly!
-Susan Dill, Hydesville, California
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What Do You Think?
From the last issue:

Is the Playing Field levelfor women, minorities or persons with disabilities?

... As I take U.S. History and learn more about
cultures and current issues, I am surprised at how
people have gotten together as one nation and
have tried to remain as one nation, even though
they are different in so many ways.
People are divided according to ancestry,
whether they were born here or not, or when
they came to the U.S. I have observed, among
Korean-Americans, that while they want their
children assimilated into American culture, they
also want to keep their Korean culture. In this
process, some have conflicts with their children.
I am a minority in school. I feel more
comfortable with other ESL students than with
American kids. I can endure feeling alone,
missing friends, or feeling ignored. But, last
winter, I heard from my sister that in one of her
classes, students spoke out against newly arrived
immigrants and expressed their feelings of
disgust and hatred. After hearing that, I felt more
isolated and ignored in school than ever before.
Sometimes I ask myself if I am too sensitive,
but I comfort myself in thinking that people just
live in different ways, and some don't want other
cultures to mix with theirs.
I hope I can become a strong woman, who can
stand tall on this giant continent, however harsh
the winter storm, and however loud the thunder.
-Sandra Lee, Korean-American, New City, New York

Theme for this issue:

Nurturing Nature
Are we-consumers, businesses,
industries, and governments--doing
our part to protect the natural world
and global resources?
How can we use our money-our
buying power-to make our societies
ecologically sustainable?
What actions, local and global,
should we take to keep the planet earth
a hospitable place for all living things?

Equality in Our World
God created people from love and everybody
should feel that love, no matter if they are black,
white, yellow, old, young, male or female. Red
blood runs through all of our veins. Love is the
reason for our lives, we must all cherish and share
it with all people. We must try to change our
society so that everybody can feel love for their
neighbors and friends.
If you feel alone, go outside, look to the sun
and remember there is always someone who cares
for you. Love is more than just a word, it gives
us strength- without it, there would be no life.
-Iva Hrbolic, 15, Zagreb, Croatia
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What do you think?
This is your forum for expressing your views
on critical matters in our society. We know that
you have unique perspectives,fresh ideas.
Share your thoughts (in 250 words or less)
and / or artwork. Send by 30 April to:

On The Issue
Skipping Stones Magazine
Post Office Box 3939,
Eugene, OR 97403 USA
e-mail: skipping@efn.org

My Heritage
Remember the Mladi Most photo essay (p. 32)
in the last issue? Before the war, Mostar was one
of the cultural and economic centers ofBosniaHerzegovina. The diversity of the Muslim, Serbian
and Croatian ethnic groups gave Mostar its unique
character. Mladi Most youth center programs are
rekindling the hopes and aspirations ofyounger
generations. Here is an example ofwriting by a
student who participated in the program.
Many believe that one of the reasons for this
war was ethnic heritage. People were afraid that
their heritage was going to be overruled or endangered by somebody else's. For me, my heritage is
the way I've been raised (as a Yugoslavian), my
childhood memories and the values that my parents
taught me.
My family has roots in Croatia, Montenegro,
Hungary and Russia. For me, my heritage is having
Christmas with my family in Herzegovina, and
having orthodox Christmas with the Russian family
in Vojvodina, going to Kirbaj (the Russian National
fair) and eating bobaljke, celebrating lovandan in
January with my grandpa and his relatives from
Montenegro, and listening to my grandma and
family speak Hungarian, eating her delicious
Hungarian food, and listening to the stories about
the Count family in Hungary that they come from.
All these things are a part of my heritage and a part of my identity,
and I couldn't imagine living my life if these things
were taken away from me.

Another part of my heritage is the identity that
I have created-things that I have gathered or
experienced, like celebrating Bajram with my
Muslim friends, or experiencing meditation with
my Buddhist friends, or just learning about
different cultures and absorbing something of
each one into my own identity.
I like to be looked upon as a human being, not
somebody marked by something, whether it's the
country you happened to be born in, or the ethnicity whose name you happen to bear. Where I live,
I've learned that these things create a lot of prejudice and hatred. People believe that they fought
this war to defend their own identity. They can't
see that we are all human beings, that we all have
the same needs, shared interests, and live within a
similar culture; that we need to live together and
interact in order to broaden our views, and not
become the people that wars make.
Unfortunately, for most people here, heritage
is something that is simply imposed on them automatically by their birth-religion, ethnicity, or
culture. During their lives, those things are taken
for granted and people do not evolove beyond this
framework. Then, there is that fear of the unknown,
"somebody else's," that creates the prejudices that
are later hard to break. And this forms a great gap
between people.
My heritage is
my freedom to
be who I am, to
express myself.

Writing by Kristina Coric, Mladi Most Youth Center. Photos © from the Mladi Most Photo Project.
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The Beetless' Gardening Book: An Organic
Gardening Songbook/Guidebook by Chris Roth.
(Carrotseed Press, POB 1174, Cottage Grove, OR
97424). A satire of garden poems to be read (or
sung) to old Beatles tunes. "Bug Me Do" & "All
Your Seeds Are Love"-Need we say more? Silly,
clever and fun! Ages 13 and up.
More Mudpies: 101 Alternatives to Television by
Nancy Blakey (Tricycle Press, CA). Too many
hours of TV-watching? Here are a variety of household, interactive hand-crafts to nurture the imagination and sense of play. Science tricks, works of art,
music, theater, and gifts for any occasion. Get your
kids working with their hands and sharpening their
minds. For kids of any age (adults, too!).
Peaceful Kingdom: Random Acts ofKindness by
Animals by Stephanie Laland (Conari Press, CA).
What makes humans feel superior to animals? Who
says only we have emotions? This is a collection of
astounding true stories portraying remarkable acts
of love and compassion of animals like a rat or
gorilla. If you're an animal lover, this book is for
you. If not, it might change your mind. Ages 8 on.
Water Buffalo Days: Growing up in Vietnam by
Huynh Quang Nhuong (Harper Collins, NY). Now
living in the United States, Nhuong, a Vietnam
War veteran remembers his days as a boy growing
up in Vietnam. His best friend, Tank (the family's
water buffalo) is strong, intelligent and brave.
This story shows us the bond between people and
nature, and how that peaceful relationship can be
destroyed by war. Ages 7-14.
The Butterfly Book: A Kid's Guide to Attracting,
Raising, and Keeping Butterflies by Kersten
Hamilton (John Muir, NM). This colorful and informative book explains the anatomy and growth of
butterflies. Detailed explainations, easy to follow,
-JMS
excellent illustrations. Ages 7 and up.
Earthways: Simple Environmental Activities for
Young Children by Carol Petrash (Gryphon House,
MD). Seasonal, hands-on nature crafts designed
to enhance community, learn about consumerism,
dependence on the earth and how we need to
respect all that it provides for us. Home or classroom; includes resource list. All ages.
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The Wisdom of the Crows and Other Buddhist
Tales by Sherab Chodzin and Alexandra Kohn
(Tricycle Press, CA). Through traditional tales of
Asian countries, this book introduces readers to
some of the most important themes of Buddhism:
generosity, compassion, life after death. We learn
more about religion and cultures- from Tibet to
Myanmar- through these delightful tales and
colorful illustrations. Ages 8 and up.
Another Wilderness: Notesfrom the New Outdoorswoman by Susan Fox Rogers (Seal Press,
WA). A dynamic journey of outdoor adventures. By
sea, mountain, or through the urban jungle, these
graceful women explore fear, pain and a passion
for physical and emotional challenge. Ages 14 +
Thinking About Ants by Barbara Brenner
(Mondo Publishing, NY). Detailed graphics of ant's
nests and daily activity. Information is presented in
a way that is fun for kids, involving the reader with
fun questions. Ages 7 to 12.
Six Words, Many Turtles, and Three Days in
Hong Kong by Patricia McMahon, Photos by
Susan Drinker (Houghton Mifflin, MA). An eightyear-old, energetic Chinese girl living in Hong
Kong, vividly portrays the culture and people
during the transition from British to Chinese
ownership. The lively text and colorful photos give
you an inside look at Hong Kong. Ages 8 and up.
Beachcombing the Atlantic Coast by Peggy
Kochanoff (Mountain Press, MT). A great field
guide for kids interested in combing the sandswith care and respect for the natural habitat.
Detailed facts and diagrams on explaining the tides,
animals, plants of the Atlantic Coast. Ages 8-14.
Mouse Surprise written and illustrated by Alex
Whitney (Landmark Editions, MO). I think it's
amazing that a nine year old girl could get her book
published and read all over America. Alex puts fun
and excitement into her book. For ages 5 -8.-eM
~onderful Nature, Wonderful You by Karin
Ireland (DAWN Publications, CA). A beautifully
illustrated book, using nature to demonstrate concepts such as patience, tolerance, uniqueness and
life changes. Ages 4-8. Also available from Dawn
Publications: Places of Power by Michael DeMunn

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send US$5. You'll also get
a copy of the issue. Low-income and subscribers get one free listing.
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Sweden
Nathalie Nilsson, girl, 11
Lindvagen 31
14653 Tulline, Sweden
Int: basketball, dance, horses
Alinde Heimroth, girl, 11
P.O. Box 2
43017 Skallinge, Sweden
Int: penpals in the U.S.
Susanne Bratten, girl, 12
Vagn Vagen 23B
78233 Malung, Sweden
Int: basketball, friends, music
Emilie Frank, girl, 12
Hammarbacken 3
82440 Hudiksvall, Sweden
Int: animals, basketball, letters
Sanna and Minna Kariniemi,
girls,12: Gronlandsvagen 15
78231 Malung, Sweden
Int: music, boys, friends
Sara Rydefjard, girl, 13
Stenackran 13
S-560 25 Bottnaryd, Sweden
Int: write, read, paint, sports
Johanna Henriksson, girl, 13
Timotejvagen 16
S-88132 SollefteA, Sweden
Int: soccer, horses, dancing
Josefin Wennlo, girl, 14
Marsvagen 14A
39351 Kalmar, Sweden
Int: friends, drill team, disco
Sofia Bengtsson, girl, 14
Fammarps Backe
S-305 91 Halmstad, Sweden
Int: sing, dance, read, write
Tamara Afzoud, girl, 14
Box 8056
85008 Sundsvall, Sweden
Int: music, books, Spanish / Eng
Linda Johansson, girl, 15
.
259
BodsJovagen
S-946 40 Svensbyn, Sweden.
Int: handball, computers, fnends
Johanna Lundberg, girl
Bjornvagen 346B
S-906 43 UmeA, Sweden
Int: penpals

Norway
Cecille Hellevik, girl, 15
Kvitlyngveien 21
4054 Tjelta, Norway
Int: volleyball, Pen pals, music

Finland
Elise Meronen, girl, 15
Varputie
16300 Orimattila, Finland
Int: badminton, music, read

USA

Croatia

Lithuania

Andrea Barat, girl, 12
Natasha Prilepskaja, girl, 15
Josipa Bedekovica 78, Senkovec Potizanu 11-60
40000 Cakovec, Croatia
Visaginas 4761, Lithuania
Int: music, penpals !
Int: music, walk with friends
Marijeta Vuljanic, girl, 13
Slovenia
Novaki 81/A
Jasmin Frelih, girl, 11
47000 Karlovac, Croatia
Zabnica 74
Int: reading, tennis, music
4209 Zabnica, Slovenia
Mateja Marcec, girl, 13
Int: rock music, sports stars
Meta Gregorcic, girl, 13
Dr. Ivo Pedisic 14
44 000 Sisak, Croatia
Prelovceva lib
Int: films, dance, horses, singing 5280 Idrija, Slovenia
Natalija Sirocic, girl, 13
Int: music, jazz dance, friends
Molly Wiebush, girl, 14
Vilanci 34A
Inge Klemencic, girl, 13
HC 66/Box 304
49215 Tuhelj, Croatia
Kacinova 16
Kooskia, Idaho 83539
Int: friends, disco, basketball
5280 Idrija, Slovenia
Int: music, sports, books
Irma 14, and Marta 16, Sokolic Int: music, ballet, penpals
A group of thirty children are in Jezeranska 9
Mateja Kelcec, girl, 15
need ofpenpals from Hawaii!
10251 Hrv. Leskovac, Zagreb
Matjazeva 1
Write: Ms. Schmahl at Victory Int: collecting, letters, penpals
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
School, 2222 W. Henry Ave.
Tajana
Mocibob,
girl,
14
Int:
volleyball, music, hanging out
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221
Russia
Prolaz F. Matejcica 6
Canada
52000 Pazin, Croatia
Students aged 13-16 are looking for
Megan Sim, girl, 9
Int: swim, ski, animals, collect
penpals! Write to: 396072 Russia,
15517- 112th Ave, Surrey,
Maja Ziza, girl, 14
Voronezh Reg., Novovoronezh,
B.c., V3R 6H2 Canada
Pervomaiskaya St. 15-21, Sorokina
Ludbreski Vinogradi 53
Int: penpals from allover!
Marina (teacher), RUSSIA
42 230 Ludbreg, Croatia
Jillian Anderson, girl, 13
Children 11-17. make new friends.
Int: handball, basketball, swim
236- 66th St, South Delta,
Korana Dzaja, girl, 14
learn about cultures by writing to:
B.C., V4L IM8 Canada
Branimirova Obala 1
Pen Pals Club, Reg. Children's
lot: reading, drawing, writing
21 000 Split, Croatia
Library, Burkov Str. 30
Int: sing, piano, chemistry
Murmansk 183025, Russia
Ghana, W/A
Brian Dickson, boy, 9
316 N. Elizabeth St.
Santa Maria, California 93454
Int: ballet, cats, moles, baking
Helen Dickson, girl, 12
316 N. Elizabeth St.
Santa Maria, California 93454
Int: horses, reading, gymnastics
Ray Velasco, boy, 12
1310 Kahoma Street
Lahaina, Hawaii 96761 USA
Int: History, stamps, travel

Berko Y Peprah, boy, 7
PO Box 258, Kumasi, Ghana
Int: bicycle, horses, running
Bintu Seidu, girl, 16
c/o Philadelphia Avenue
PO Box 478, Sunyani, Ghana
Int: stamps, postcards, dance

.
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Bruce T. Tavengwa, boy, 13
3597 Nhongo Close, Budriro 2
Harare, Zimbabwe
Int: reading, photos, gospel
Susan Muchererah, girl, 15
157 Chitungo, Sakubva
Mutare, Zimbabwe
Int: tennis, radio, friends

Lydia .Zrinscak, girl, 14
StuparJe 108.
.
49000 Krapma: Hrv. ~gorJe
Int: letters, musIC, readmg
Maja Markoc, girl, 15
.
Ilica 231
10 000 ~agre?, Cr?aua
.
Int: readmg, hstemng to mUSIC

Bosnia-Herzegovina

Biljana Lozanovska, girl, 13
Kozara 68-1/25
91000 Skopje, Macedonia
Int: stamps, music, friends

Anna Maric, girl, 14
I Zenicke Brigade 5-b
72 000 Zenica, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Int: pen pals everywhere
Yelena Cebic, girl, 14
I Zenicke Brigade 5-a
72 000 Zenica, Bosnia-Herzegovina
lnt: friends from all over the world!
Emina Mujezinovic, girl, 15
Vardiste 95 A
72 000 Zenica, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Int: swimming, music, penpals

Siavica Karova, girl, 13
St. 7mi Septenueri, Number 47
91430 Kavadarci, Macedonia
Int: penpals of the world

Almina Zulfalari, girl, 15
V. Nazora 7/17
75000 Tuzla, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Int: friends, music, travel

Rep. of Macedonia

Julijana Gorgieva, girl, 14
Bul. Vid. Smilevski-Bato
Br.75-III-15
91000 Skopje, Mac.
Int: roller blades, music, friends
Austria
Mirjana Mecava-Starchl, g., 15 Ana Cokovska, girl, 14
Strachgasse 21
Ruger Boskovic br. 9-2\17
4020 Linz, Austria
91 000 Skopje, Macedonia
Int: write in English or Gennan
Int: all kinds of music, penpals

Dijana Topic, girl, 16
Vardiste 101
72 000 Zenica, Bosnia-Herzegovina
Int: tennis, volleyball, friends

Belarus
Natasha Borodina, girl, 15
Odintsova Str. 23- 11- 37
220018 Minsk, Belarus
Int: music, reading, sports, karate
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What has no beginning, end or middle; and touches every continent and culture?
The Oceans, ofcourse! The United Nations
has declared 1998 as International Year of the
Ocean. Beach clean-up, marine mammal and
coral reefprotection, surfing, snorkling, sailing,
watershed restoration... Plan and participate in
oceanic activities to find out how we can protect
one of the greatest resources of our planet.
Take Our Daughters To Work Day On April
23, 1998, invite your parents to take you along
when they go to work. FMI: 1-800-676-7780.
TV-Free America; TV-Free World. During the
last week of April, thousands of families, schools,
libraries and community organizations join
together in a coordinated effort in which millions
of children and adults leave their TV sets off for
seven days. Become a catalyst in your community
to foster greater social, physical and creative
development. Fly a kite, have a picnic, take a
walk in a nearby nature area in your community,
write a letter to your pen pal or grandparents,
read a great book, or produce a play with your
friends. Rediscover the joys of outdoor activities,
cooperative games, and hands-on experiences.
During African History Month, students at
Capitol Hill School in St. Paul, Minnesota, heard
stories of many inspirational African American
women, then selected one woman to research on
their own before writing an essay. They included
her background, contributions
made to society or influences she
had, and a personal reason for
their choice. The students read
their essays to the class and displayed them in the school hallway. Copies of the essays were
sent out to the African American
Women Contest and to publications, including Skipping Stones.
(See our last issue, Vol. 10, no.1,
for an essay on Maya Angelou
by one of the students). Here
you see students in Mrs. Ann
Young's third-grade class.
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Do you feed backyard birds during winter
months? Did you know that feeder activity
increases in Spring as natural food is in shortest
supply? And Spring is the busiest season for the
birds: nest building, egg laying and fledging their
young. National Bird Feeding Society invites
you to learn about wild birds by providing food,
water, housing and backyard plants that attract
them. Interesting and pleasure-packed hobby!
It's never too early to Plan for the Summer.
Are you 15 or older? Consider attending one of
the eleven international, environmental programs
offered by the Youth for Environmental Sanity.
Contact YES! Action Camps, 420 Bronco Rd,
Soquel, CA 95073 USA or call toll free,
1-(888) YES - 6946, for more information.
For the Next Generation Daisuke Shizuya, a
Japanese citizen (whose right leg is shorter than
the left) recently ran from San Francisco to
Eugene, a distance of 1,000 Km (over 625 miles)
in 21 days, with the goals of• creating more awareness of people with disabilities and "foreigners" and thus building a
stronger bond between all people.
• inspiring people to persue their dreams.
• raising money for World Wheelchair Sports.
We encourage you to keep on Taking Actions!
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Connections Across Cultures
• What about science, math, engineering, and technology fields is uncomfortable to students? Why do
students feel that they do not fit in or are unwelcome?
• What new perspectives do women, AfricanAmericans, Latinos, and Native Americans have to
offer-unique ideas and skills which can benefit math ,
science, engineering, and technology?
• How can we make our classrooms and curriculum
more comfortable and stimulating for students from
these underrepresented groups in technological fields?
• American Indians/Alaska Natives, AfricanAmericans, Latinos, and females together comprise 65
% of the student population in the U.S. Despite their
large population, these four groups continue to be
underrepresented in the science/technological fields,
despite large efforts to recruit, train, and retain these
students. Why?
The Connections Across Cultures (CAC) addresses
these critical questions. CAC was developed by 50
classroom teachers, from the first grade through university, who teach a wide range of subjects. The first phase
of the work was done in California, with 26 teachers.
The second phase of the work, which began in 1997,
has expanded to teachers in Oregon and Alaska. The
project is funded by the National Science Foundation's
Advanced Technological Education Program.
This user-friendly resource book presents hundreds
of voices from diverse groups. The voices are translated
into teaching strategies for creating classroom environments in science/technological fields which are comfortable and stimulating for students who are Latino,
African-American, American Indian/Alaska Native ,
and female.
Since people from these groups are underrepresented in science/technological disciplines, the CAC project
found that their valuable, unique approaches to problem
solving, learning, and culture are absent, and this
absence can make the classrooms uncomfortable for
students from these underrepresented groups. Students
feel that they have to give up their identity and culture
to study these fields, and resort to survival skills in
order to fit in and succeed.
The CAC project used hundreds of interviews and
references, as well as discussions, classroom trials,
literature research, textbook analyses, visits to classrooms of innovative teachers, community resources,
and the diversity of its own group to develop teaching

strategies which utilize and build upon the voices of
these four groups.
The successful teaching strategies can easily be
applied to any curriculum and program. These strategies value and utilize the talents and skills that these
students have to offer, and at the same time, to enliven
and enrich the educational environment for all students.
The CAC project also explores questions such as:
• What can we learn from schools and academic
fields that successfully attract and retain women and
members of these cultural groups?
• What motivates students to study and remain in
science, math, engineering, and technology? What leads
others to chose something else or leave these fields?
The 158 page CAC report is divided into two parts.
The first part (chapters 1-3) discusses the background,
purpose, and goals. Part II (chapters 4-7) presents an
extensive list of criteria for teachers to help them develop solutions for their own classrooms and curriculum.
Each of the criteria have examples that show how the
criteria can be used in the classroom, and also many
references that clarify and support the criteria.
The CAC project offers free personal help with
implementing the concepts into your classroom, as they
are only a letter, email, or call away. The project also
offers teacher training courses on a shared-cost basis.
An 8-page summary of the book, containing
statements of the problems and issues, references, and
strategies for change, can be requestedfor free by
contacting Gwen Quail at NSF Pac-TEC Project,
Mission College, MS-18, 3000 Mission College Blvd.,
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA; Tel. (408) 748-2764;
email: pactec@wvmccd.cc.ca.us
Contributed by Charlotte Behm and Gwen Quail
More Recommended Resources:
Listening to Nature: How to Deepen Your Awareness ofNature by Joseph Cornell. Great photographs,
quotes and nature activities. (Dawn Publications, CA)
Atlas of the Rain Forests by Anna Lewington. With
text and photos of plants, animals and peoplethat live
in these forests. (Steck- Vaughn, TX). Also from the
same publishers, Atlas of the Threatened Cultures.
Learning from the Land: Teaching Ecology Through
Stories and Activities by Brian "Fox" Ellis (Teacher
Ideas Press, CO). Helps you to move science 'outdoors'
Multicultural Resources for Young Readers, edited
by Daphne Muse. A comprehensive guide with over
1000 reviews of multicultural books. (New Press, NY)
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Tonga children in the main square of the town of Siachilaba, Zimbabwe
(see pp. 18-19), during the funeral of a local shopkeeper.
-Photo by Tina Friedman, Sandpoint, Idaho
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